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Economics in 
Port 
Management



Management Context

→Decisions need to be 
made

→Questions arise

What is the best use
of the money?

Which project has the 
highest ROI?

Do the costs outweigh 
the benefits?

How many jobs will 
it generate?

→Grant applications 
require economic 
analyses

→Economic analyses help 
provide answers



→Challenges arise, 
specifically with benefit-
cost analysis

“I can’t estimate all benefits 
due to lack of data.”

“The data needed for 
my region don’t exist
and I don’t have time or 
money to gather it.”

“Benefits are disparate 
and uncertain.”

“How do I incorporate 
equity concerns?”

Management Context



Pacific Ports: Examples
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Pacific Ports: Examples



Types of 
Economic 
Analyses









A WORD ABOUT TERMINOLOGY

→ “Economic Impact” - another name for input-
output analysis

→ “Return on Investment” - implies benefit-cost 
analysis

→ “Cost effectiveness” - implies that we are only 
using cost or doing FEMA’s BCA



Models how spending flows 
through economy of a 
defined geographic area

Tourists

Economic Impact – Input-
Output Analysis

OUTPUTS
→ Increases in gross domestic 

product, sales, jobs, taxes

Pay for hotel lodging

Direct Impact



Example: Economic Impact of Port of Seattle



Example: Economic Impact of Port of Hood River







Comparison between costs 
and benefits for single or 
multiple project ideas

OUTPUTS
→ Net present value: $

(a word on discount rates)

→ Benefit-cost ratio: ratio
→ Return on investment: %

Benefits
Costs

Benefit-Cost Analysis



Example: Economic Impact of New Infrastructure



Determine least costly 
approach to achieving 
similar goal across 
projects

OUTPUTS
→ Monetary value for 

costs (in $)

Project A Project B Project C

Cost Cost Cost

Outcome Outcome Outcome

Cost per unit 
Outcome

Cost per unit 
Outcome

Cost per unit 
Outcome

? ? ?

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis



A WORD ABOUT TERMINOLOGY

→ “Economic Impact” - another name for input-
output analysis

→ “Return on Investment” - implies benefit-cost 
analysis

→ “Cost effectiveness” - implies that we are only 
using cost or doing FEMA’s BCA



Provides economic 
indicators of value by 
industry code (NAICS)

OUTPUTS
→ Establishments, gross 

domestic product, 
wages, jobs

Regional Economic Accounting 



→ Businesses, employment, 
wages, GDP

→ Baseline data describing 
ocean dependence

→ “Lay of the land”

Example - Blue Economy





https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/



● Employment statistics for jobs dependent 
on marine resources

● Comparable across time and geography
● Baseline information for what may be at risk
● Companion statistics for self-employed 

workers

coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/data/enow.html

ENOW: Economics National Ocean Watch 
(incl. the Great Lakes)

https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/data/enow.html


● 30 coastal states 
& their counties

● All five U.S. territories (over 
the next three years)

Areas included 





coast.noaa.gov/enowexplorer

ENOW Explorer

https://coast.noaa.gov/enowexplorer


Quick Report Tool for Socioeconomic Data

coast.noaa.gov/quickreport

https://coast.noaa.gov/quickreport


Coastal County Snapshots

coast.noaa.gov/snapshots

https://coast.noaa.gov/snapshots


● Coastal resilience planning
● Economic impact 

assessments from sea level 
rise & storms

● Industry advocacy
● Economic and job 

development

How Do People Use ENOW?



Estimating 
Benefits





Market valuation

Traditional benefit 
estimates
→ When consumers 

spend $ they express 
monetary preferences

→ Example: People pay 
fees to visit a beach, 
ex-vessel value of 
commercial fishing

Estimating Benefits



Estimating Benefits

Non-market valuation

“Co-benefits” (ecosystem 
goods and services) not 
captured in existing markets
→ Parsed from markets when 

consumers spend money 
or make decisions

→ Stated via surveys 

→ Example: Amount of flood 
protection dunes provide

Market valuation

Traditional benefit 
estimates
→ When consumers spend 

$ they express monetary 
preferences

→ Example: People visit a 
beach and pay a fee, ex-
vessel value of 
commercial fishing





What is it?

Coastal project → damages 
avoided

Fundamental goal

Paying less money to 
provide a public service is 
counted as a benefit in an 
economic analysis of 
natural infrastructure

Damages Avoided



What is it?

Estimate benefits of 
attending workshops, 
stakeholder meetings, or 
volunteer opportunities

Fundamental goal

Estimate approximate 
value of time spent
doing unpaid activities

Opportunity Cost or 
Travel Cost



What is it?

Estimates economic values 
for “co-benefits”

Fundamental goal

Estimate benefits for one 
area of interest by adapting 
an estimate of benefits from 
other studies with similar 
context and characteristics

Benefit Transfer



TAKEAWAYS 

→ Lots of ways to capture benefits 
→ Many categories of benefits —

underselling the project by not 
bringing these “back into the ledger”

→ Be aware of double counting!
→ If conducting your own primary 

study isn’t an option, consider 
benefit transfer



Research 
Consultation: 
Port and Harbor Projects 



Cordova, AK



Padanaram Harbor (South Dartmouth), MA



Virginia Space Agency, VA



What now?
● Economic resources
● Project consultation
● Talking with a consultant



https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/



Training: Estimating the Local Marine Economy

https://coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/marine-economy.html



● Recognize and understand basic 

economic terminology

● Recognize relevant economic 

approaches and analyses

● Identify the approach to use based on 

project objectives, level of expertise, 

and funding

● Locate support tools and data

● Conceptualize appropriate questions 

to ask an economist or an expert

Training: Economic Guidance for Coastal Management 
Professionals

coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/econ-guidance.html



Helps get your economic 
analysis started

1. Self-assessment

2. Consider economic 
objective for your project

3. Dive into approaches
a. What is it?
b. Data needed
c. Steps
d. Guidance documents 

Training: Self-guided Economic Guidance Module

coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/econ-decisions.html



Guidance documents for 
all of the economic 
valuation approaches and 
benefits methods

Economic Approaches for Decision-Making Guidance Documents

coast.noaa.gov/digitalcoast/training/econ-decision-
making.html



Literature and Data
“Green Infrastructure 

Effectiveness Database”

Economic Resources

Tips to Get Started
Quick Reference



Literature and Data
Bluevalue.org

Harte Research Institute for Gulf of Mexico Studies at Texas A&M University 
– Corpus Christi’s ecosystem service value database 

Economic Resources



Questions to Ask Consultants

Understand what they are proposing. What kind of analysis 
specifically do they suggest? What is it called? Does it have other 
names? Can they share studies done using this method? 

Know what to expect. Can they describe what form the final 
results will take? Will we be able to aggregate, or sum up, all of 
the benefits at the end? Why not?

The point is… ask lots of questions and 
get answers in plain language!



Economics guidance help with different types of coastal 
projects
● Brainstorming project ideas and methods
● Useful questions to ask if hiring economic consultant
● Some common pitfalls and tips to consider
● Finding and using data
Free—call or email us - econguidance@noaa.gov

Project Research Consultation



Digita l Coa st

Questions?
Kate.Quigley@noaa.gov
Lauren.Knapp@noaa.gov
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